Managed SSL Service (MSSL)
Simplify management & deployment of enterprise SSL Certificates

U

A Complete Enterprise SSL Solution

Scalable for Organizations of All Sizes

Managed SSL is a SaaS solution to reduce the effort, cost and time
associated with managing enterprise SSL Certificates. The
Managed SSL platform was designed around enterprise-specific
security requirements and gives access to all types of SSL Certificates. It supports the enterprise's need to host Extended Validation
(EV) SSL for public websites and other types of SSL for non-public
and internal servers.

GlobalSign offers unique features and functionality that make it
easy to manage your certificates no matter how large or distributed
your organization.

Flexible business terms, including pay as you go, deposit, and
unlimited issuance licenses for high volume certificate needs
Pre-vetted domains for on-demand issuance of certificates
Centralized certificate lifecycle management
Delegated user permissions

Unlimited Organization Profiles
Register multiple departments, locations, and business units
under one account by creating "profiles". This option allows all
activity to be monitored, managed and centralized from one
account.
Unlimited Account Users
Define user roles and privileges for users within your institution
based on specific profiles, or even specific domains within a profile,
giving you full control over which staff members can apply for,
approve, renew, and revoke certificates. Organizations can add as
many users as necessary without incurring additional fees.

Support for multiple entities under one umbrella account
Delivered
through
GlobalSign's WebTrust-certified
infrastructure with global data centers, disaster recovery,
redundancy, high availability and world-class instrumentation protecting the network.

Flexible Business Terms
MSSL offers significant volume discounts over purchasing
individual Certificates with no additional hosting or setup fees.
Enterprises choose from various purchasing options, including Pay
as You Go, deposit method, and unlimited issuance licenses.

Instant Issuance of Full Range of SSL Certificates
Because all domains are pre-vetted, MSSL users can issue all types of
SSL Certificates on-demand, including Organization Validated (OV),
Extended Validation (EV), Wildcard, and Multi-domain, with options
to add Subject Alternative Names (SANs).

Multiple Application Methods
Organizations can choose from a variety of SSL application
methods. Regardless of application method, all orders must be
approved by a user with approval rights before the certificate will
be issued.
Direct Orders - Users with purchasing privileges can place
orders directly in the MSSL platform.
XML-based API - This method allows for full integration with
the organization’s existing purchasing systems.
Public Ordering Page - Allows anyone within the organization
to place an order. The page is highly customizable and can be
password protected.

First Class Support
GlobalSign is a pure-play Certificate Authority. Unlike some companies that offer SSL as a secondary product, you can be sure your
certificate needs won’t be overlooked. Our Dedicated Account
Managers are available via phone, web, and email to help with
product selection, expedite support questions, and advise on
security initiatives.

Integration with Active Directory (Optional)
The Auto Enrollment Enterprise Gateway acts as a connector
between GlobalSign’s services and an enterprise's Windows
environment, allowing organizations to easily register and provision
SSL Certificates to devices, including servers, domain controllers,
and machine certificates.

Post Issuance Services
All GlobalSign SSL Certificates come with phishing alerts and
optional malware monitoring. GlobalSign’s SSL Configuration Tool
checks your servers for SSL vulnerabilities and provides actionable
remediation advice.

For more information about GlobalSign solutions, please call 877-775-4562 or visit www.globalsign.com
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